Pop D Manual
The 4 Knob Pop D is SampleTekk’s new and approved approach to sampled pianos. Its four sounds
and 88 presets provides you with a fast way of getting the sound you want for your production. The
four sounds and all presets in 4Knob Pop D are produced by SampleTekk’s Grammy winner and
several times Grammy nominee, Niklas Flyckt. During production several exclusive, vintage and very
sought-after hardware was used, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Telefunken ELAM 271
Neumann M250
Coles 4038
Fairman TMEQ
RCA BA-25A
MXR Doubler
Roland Dimension D

For the Reverb channel HALions built in REVerence is used, but with SampleTekk’s custom made
impulses made from different hardware reverb units, Spring reverb, plates and digital units. Some
of the impulses consists of a combination of several reverb types.
The Interface

The four main controls is where you set the blend. You can also mute and solo each sound.
Tip: When muting the sound, those samples are not triggered, so if you don’t use a particular sound,
rather than just pulling down the volume to zero, press the mute-button.
•
•
•
•

Direct – The original piano signal
Attitude
Modulation
Reverb

This is what you will see if you click the “Extended” button in the upper right corner of the control
panel:

From left to right:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HB Volume — sets the volume of the hammerback sound (this is when the mechanics on the
piano return after releasing a key)
Pedal Volume — sets the volume of the sustain pedal being pressed and released
Sensitivity — turn clockwise to emphasis the higher velocities, counterclockwise for a more
mellow playing. This control is neutral when in 12 o’clock position
Pre Delay — sets the pre delay of the reverb channel
Size — sets the size of the reverb
Time — sets the time of the reverb
Ambience — sets the amount of room acoustic
R — Turns on and off the Repedaling function. With this on, you can repeal sustain notes by
pressing down the sustain pedal directly after you have released it. In some occasions, you
might want to turn this off for a tighter sound

